John H Hansson
RCT /Chinchilla, Silver Tabby and Smoke CS. Saturday 30th November 2019.

My sincere thanks to Barbara, Stuart and the respective committees for my invitation.
Friendly atmosphere at these breed shows, some good quality amongst the exhibits and a
nice early getaway who could wish for more? My grateful thank to Jen for stepping into
steward, she did a very good job of it and handled all our exhibits with care and
understanding.
Exhibits worthy of mention were my Olympian Certificate winners,
My overall Choice for Best in Show at the RCT was FISHER’S. XZIBIT HAIRY BIKER a LH
British Cream, who looked Splendid.
I would also like to mention 4 FISHER’S. OWLETTS. APOLLO. A charming Chinchilla baby.
For preparation you would find 1. TURNER-RUSSELL’S GR CH VIVLALDI XANDER a Shaded
Silver Persian a difficult act to follow, with his superb tarnish free flowing coat
The Overall was interesting in that the Section 1 winner was a SH and the Section 3 winner
a LH and I understand this is the first time a BLH has gone Overall Best, so congratulations.
Some exhibits were between coats and as such not showing to best advantage, but one
can only judge what you can see on the day and as such cannot forecast how things may
turn out, even making allowance for seasonal changes.
A little advice re sculpting, I have absolutely no issue with sculpting, but just to make all
aware, the art is to do it in such a way that I know it has been done, but with no obvious
tell-tale evidence that I can identify how. So ear tips should not look ragged or straight
edge, but smoothly rounded, eyebrows should still be evident.
CST&S CS.
Olympian Adult, Female;
OLY. 26. PANTINGS’S IMP GR CH RONALDO SILVER XAVIA. BSH ns 24. 25-05-15. British SH
Black Silver Spotted. Pleasing mature girl nothing untoward, rounded head, good fullness to
her cheeks, good muzzle, round on the brow, small rise on her nose, perfectly good chin and
her bite still good. Her ears are medium size, just a tiny bit wide at the base but otherwise
set well apart. Her eyes are open and a good size, round shape, hazel/green with a more
obvious green towards the centre. Body has good size and compact appearance, wellproportioned limbs and paws, her tail is a medium thickness and balanced length. Coat
short and dense with a good degree of crispness evident. Well defined facial markings, the
spotting is well defined there is a very slight amount of linkage just behind the shoulders,
well broken spine line, showing good bracelets tail rings well defined, black heels and tail
tip, good silver sixpence ground colour, as a bonus she was devoid of tarnish. Her condition
splendid and she handled really well.
Olympian Neuter Male;
OLY and RES not Awarded, 1st. 24. PROCTOR’S. IMP GR PR HEATHDOWN LEONARDO DA
VINCI. BSH ny 12. 26-03-17. British SH Golden. This lad has a number of very good
qualities in relation to his breed, he was very well grown and has good overall bone and
substance good legs and paws, moderately heavy tail. Head ideally requires a little more
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fullness, and muzzle development, rounded brow, chin I would like deeper, bite untidy. Ears
are medium size and set relatively wide apart. His eyes I would like a little more round and
open, his having a slight degree of obliqueness, show a good depth of green. Coat is long
and rather soft, though reasonable density, just lacks the required degree of crispness. He is
very evenly shaded and has very little undue barring, pleasing warm apricot undercoat,
creating an attractive warmth, he lacked the black pigment to his eye liner and nose leather,
black heels and tail tip. He was in lovely condition and handles beautifully, aiming a little
high at this level for me.
2nd. 9. CLARK’S. IMP GR PR OWLETTS BRUCE. EXO ns. 24-06-10. Black Smoke Exotic, solid
chunky lad, who though looking good for his age in many ways, lost out today mainly due to
his coat, which appeared to be very much betwixt and between. Head is masculine and
shows well developed width at and across his full cheeks, broad muzzle, broad round skull,
Defined stop, short nose, well-shaped nose leather, chin was reasonably firm, his bite now
somewhat untidy. Smaller ears, set well apart. Very good bolder well open, round eye
shape, the colour looking much improved out of the pen and still showing evidence of
coppery orange. Broad chest, compact body proportions, low on his strong legs and round
paws, short proportionately balanced tail. As a cat of contrast he fits the standard well,
with black top coat and clear contrast to his silver undercoat, sadly he was not in the best of
coats, it was flat the texture very fine and lacking density and as a result it lacked the
required full of life quality, he was somewhat brindled on the chest area and his chin was
quite rusty. He was though in most respects a very good black surface colour. The major
problem was his coat.
British Grand Champion, Male;
GR CH 1 Not Awarded, 1st. 8. SKEY’S. CH HARLEME E STREET SHUFFLE. BSH cy 12.
12-07-18. Lilac Golden, very well grown but at present somewhat out of kilter between
head and body development. His head is at present rather too much of a wede and lacks
roundness, his cheeks still to fill and round, muzzle, rather fine, brow requires more
rounding, chin lacks depth, bite level. His ears rather large and set tall, still to widen off
more fully. The eyes are straighter in set than I would have wished ant the colour rather
indeterminate more chartreuse tone, as opposed to definite green. Body is well grown,
good legs and paws, quite a heavy tail. Coat is like the vast majority of his breed is longer
and softer than I would have wished, lacking in crispness. Shading was even, and he has
little in the way of excess barring, with the exception of his tail rings being very evident, lilac
colour is a little cool and dark showing some heel markings, but sadly he is virtually white to
his undercoat, shading though heavy is even. He has a lovely nature and in super condition.
But some way to go in head type as yet, combined with his eye colour and coat.
Tipped/Shaded/Smoke/Pewter/Cameo/Neuter;
Considered for BOB , Not Awarded. 9. CLARK’S. IMP GR PR OWLETTS BRUCE. EXO ns.
AC British Golden Adult;
Considered for BOB, Not Awarded. 8. SKEY’S. CH HARLEME E STREET SHUFFLE. BSH cy 12.
AC Shaded/Tipped Adult
1st. 1. TURNER-RUSSELL’S GR CH VIVALDI XANDER. PER ns 11 64. 01-05-18. Shaded Silver
Persian, very glamourous looking lad, wonderful coat preparation. Head has still to broaden
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and fill out more fully at the cheeks but not out of keeping with his age/breed, skull rounds
well, stop is well defined, short snub nose, well shaped nose leather and nostrils, chin quite
good width and depth, bite is virtually level. Ears are small fitting well into his head
contours and have good width between longer well-furnished interiors amazing eyes, large
well open and beautifully bold, with a very good obvious green colour, dark rims. Body is at
present a little long and could be a little more compact, but again not out of keeping with
his age, proportionate legs and paws, full flowing tail. Truly beautifully prepared full coat, it
flowed superbly and had a wonderful full of life quality silken fine texture though with good
density, full frill, he is beautifully evenly shaded, though subtle with lovely clean silver, free
of tarnish, superb presentation. Wonderful temperament.
2nd. 3. FAIRS’S. GR CH REMILAKATPABLO PER ds 11. 30-03-16. Red Shaded Cameo Persian,
Mature, well developed broad head, full round cheeks, good muzzle, rather heavy on the
brow and as a result it made his stop look very deep and his eyes a little hooded, his nose
was short, deep chin, bite a little under. His ears low and widely set, looking a tiny bit wide
at their base due lack of fullness to the coat, some internal furnishings. His eye colour is a
vibrant deep coppery orange, just tad hooded due to the heavier brow, otherwise well open
and adequately bold. Body is deceptively weighty, good bone to his legs, good size paws,
bushy tail. He appears to be between coats as it is rather uneven in its density and was
showing some harsher guard hairs, evident and his top coat uneven, His shading though in
the main even, due to its lack of fullness, was a little heavier in his brow and shoulders to
some degree. Reddish white undercoat, some colour up his heels. He was as well prepared
as he could be considering his coat, he was a wee bit tense, but not to infer difficult in any
way.
AC Breeders Kitten ;
1st. 7 FISHER’S OWLETTS PENUMBRA. EXO ns. 12-07-19. Black Smoke, at only 4.5 months
this girl was a pleasing example of her colour. Head is round with rounding developing to
her cheeks, not a fully smooth round skull at present , good stop, short nose the leather I
would like a little larger, firm chin, her gums quite swollen and teething badly, so would be
unfair to comment on her bite. She has beautifully small neat ears, which fit well into her
head contours though still to widen off more fully. Ears are round and look impressively
bold muddy tone as yet and still to settle. Very much a baby in body development, good
bone to legs and paws, balanced tail. Her coat stands away from the body slightly, very soft
and fine. Though still to obtain more obvious contrast, she is an obvious Smoke the silver
undercoat still to clear to define the whiter undercoat, in certain lights there was a slight
hint of ghosting to the shiny black surface colour. Condition and temperament both
splendid.
Smoke Persian or Exotic Kitten;
1st. 7 FISHER’S OWLETTS PENUMBRA. EXO ns.
AC Debutante Neuter;
1st. 8. GR CH PERSIADOLLS ACHELOUS PER ns 22. 27-05-18. Entered as Black Silver Classic
Tabby, but actually appears to be blue verified by his paw pads, heels and tail tip. Not in full
coat, reasonable pattern definition in view of his colour. This lad again appeared to be out
of coat. Head shows width across his rounded cheeks, which were well filled, broad top
good muzzle, quite a deep stop, short nose, his chin has both depth and width, bite a little
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under. Ears are reasonably small, but still to widen off more fully, good internal furnishings.
Eyes well open and fully round, deep coppery colour. Looking a little longer in the body due
to lack of coat fullness and he could also be a little shorter on the legs. Reasonably full bushy
tail, still some frill, Coat not at its fullest, though well prepared but lacked a little in density,
his classic pattern was reasonably well defined taking into account his colour though
showing some brindling, but appeared to be free of tarnish. Though. Darker at the oyster
area and lower back, he was decidedly paler and more obvious blue tone on his head and
leg barring, also his tail. I did not Wrong Colour, but I did indicate a question on the awards
slip, to indicate my concern in regard to his colour, I would certainly recommend a DNA test
to clarify his colour, I will happily eat my words if I am wrong.
Chinchilla Kitten;
1st. 4 FISHER’S. OWLETTS. APOLLO. 16-05-19. A really beautiful showy kitten. Lovely face,
head is rounding well his cheeks starting to fill, smoothly round skull, good stop, well
developed muzzle, reasonably short nose, good chin and his bite almost level. His ears have
longer internal furnishings smaller size and fitting into the head rounding without distortion.
Stunning eyes, large and round full open shape with a good boldness, black rims, very good
definite green colour. Body is deceptive in its weight, good bone, bushy tail. Superb coat,
wonderful presentation, if was silken in texture, and flowed beautifully, Very ethereal
effect, with subtle tipped appearance, brick nose leather, black paw pads, with beautifully
clean silver/white undercoat as was his tummy area and beneath his tail. Superb condition
and wonderful condition.
RCT
Olympian Adult, Male;
OLY. 32. FISHER AND WYLIE’S. IMP GR CH D’EDEN LOVER NING. EXO n 03 22. 14-10-17.
Brown Classic Tabby and White Exotic, have not handled this lad since the beginning of the
year and his temperament is just as wonderful. Head type is excellent, well rounded with
width across the cheeks, strong muzzle, broad smoothly rounded skull, deep stop, short
nose, his nose leather and nostrils both a reasonable size, chin was good, his bite slightly
under. Ears are neat being very good smaller size, set wide apart, neatly rounded on the
tips. Really lovey eyes, open and round with a good degree or boldness, the colour intense
coppery colour and super expression. Cobby compact body, low on the well-proportioned
legs and round paws, balanced short tail., Wonder coat quality, beautifully soft plush
texture standing away from the body, with an incredibly lively quality. The white areas
clean and bright touch of tabby veering onto his chin, good amount of warm brown Classic
Tabby pattern over his body with sprinkle of white beneath his shoulders and another tiny
splash just on the left shoulder. He was in superb condition and has a truly amazing
temperament. He well justified his award and was later Best section 1 exhibit.
Olympian Adult, Female;
OLY. 30 FAIRBANKS’S IMP GR CH JEMINEVE SPARK OF MAGIC. PER f 03 17-05-17. Black
Tortie and White Persian, showy girl who looked so beautifully pristine in her full coat.
Head well rounded her, cheeks well filled, well developed muzzle, rounded on her skull,
short nose, very good nose stop, to her snub nose, good chin, bite was good. Her ears are
small, set well apart, fitting well into her head contours, feathery interiors. Her eyeslarge
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and well open with a pleasing boldness, the colour was bright but ideally the colour could be
more coppery. Body firm and possesses good overall substance, compact shape, good
boning, to her legs and paws, short bushy full tail. Her coat was splendid, it was beautifully
full and well-groomed, lovely full frill, really sparkled with wonderful sharp contrast
between her bright red areas these were over her face, shoulders, lower back and tail, with
some black on her tail and smaller patches of denser black on the upper part of her face and
head, the white was beautifully clean and pristine looking. Wonderful condition and such a
composed temperament, a very classy lady.
RES OLY Not Awarded. 2nd. 54 TEGG’S. IMP GR CH LAMBLIKE MOONWALK SRL f.
08-06-18. Black Tortie LH Selkirk Rex, an attractive miss, though still very young head wise
she is most pleasing. Ideally she could be a little fuller at the cheeks, strong matchbox
shaped muzzle, which stands away from the cheeks and as a result has good prominence,
rounded brow with good break ,nose has width, good depth chin and her bite level. Ears
are medium in size, still to widen off just a little more, small tufts to her ear tips, with some
tighter curl to the interiors. Lovely eyes, well rounded with a wide-open expression they
were also a very good degree of colour (though no points, for that aspect). Body though
well grown has still to fill out more fully and at present she is rather high on the legs and this
creates a longer leaner appearance as opposed to cobby, still to broaden across the
shoulders and haunches, this is I feel purely a development issue just to bulk up more fully,
tail has a slight touch of taper of well-balanced length. Lovely coat quality, it was soft and
has a springy quality, about it, giving it lift, good density with abundant loose unstructured
soft curl, with the exception of her lower back where it is straighter, denser on her throat
and britches, well prepared, curly whiskers and eyebrows. She has a very sweet nature, at
present she is very much in keeping with her age, just to bulk up more fully for an award at
this level.
Olympian Neuter, Male;
OLY 42. HIGGINS’S. IMP GR CH and OLYS IMP GR PR ZENDIQUE ZUT ALORS. PER d 03.
21-06-13. Red Bi-Colour Persian, huge lad, wonderful bone and substance, he is certainly
not nutritionally challenged, strong boy’s neck, broad chest and deep flanks, to his solid
body, heavily boned legs and large paws with tufts between his toes, well balanced shorter
length full bushy tail. Very mature masculine head type, full broad cheeks, giving his head a
full rounded shape, broad muzzle, skull is broad and rounded, good stop, short nose, his
nose leather is slightly narrow but not excessively deep broad chin, slightly under bite. His
ears are set wide apart and fit well into the contours of his head, well-furnished interiors
looking small and neat. Beautifully bold eyes which her holds wide open, emphasising the
roundness and larger size, a lighter shade of copper colour. Coat was very full and profuse,
well prepared, soft texture and it has full of life quality, full frill draping round his shoulders,
wonderful presentation. He has a combination of bright red and clean white with red
splashed across his face and muzzle, the contrast between the two well marked. Wonderful
condition and handles beautifully, he can certainly command attention, looking very regal as
he reclined and filled his double pen. Handsome chap.
British Imperial Grand Champion, Male;
IMP GR CH Not Awarded, 1st. PROCTOR’S. GR CH CRYSTAL FLAME’S JOKER POKER. BSH e
02 62. 10-04-18. Cream Harlequin, this lad still has the softer look of a young adolescent,
and not yet in my opinion mature enough in stature and development for an award at this
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level. Head lacks the degree of development his age indicates he should by now have
achieved, requiring more fullness and rounding to his cheeks, rounded brow, chin adequate
bite though was level. The ears are set well apart, reasonably small in size. Eyes open and
round, good bright orange colour. His body is still more adolescent and still to pack out, legs
and paws are proportionate, moderately heavy tail for his size. His coat though short and
quite dense has still to crisp up more, his still with a degree of softness. Well prepared clean
white areas with mainly smaller patches of cream randomly on his head and body, some
smaller on his legs, the cream, a pleasing soft tone. His condition excellent and his
temperament is charming, but far too pretty and lacking the degree of maturity for a boy of
his age to be awarded at this level in my opinion.
Bi-Colour Persian Adult;
1st. CC and BOB. 31. LOVESY’s. TYTHERTON BERTIE BASSETT. PER n 03. 30-01-19. Black,
pleasing balanced appearance. Well grown for his young age and at 10 months exactly
where one would expect him to be. Body is cobby and compact, well-proportioned legs and
paws, bushy balanced shorter length tail. Head well rounded, his cheeks rounding well,
good muzzle, reasonably rounded skull, good stop, his nose was short, good depth chin, his
bite is a little questionable and may well be a problem as he moves higher up in status but
at this level I was prepared to accept. Ears set well apart, smaller size and good width
between particularly for his young age, edges? longer interior furnishings. Eyes are large
and well open round shape, the colour still to fully deepen off, but well within the right
range of orange Very good coat length, beautifully prepared, soft texture, good frill, lively
quality. Clean white inverted blaze, white throat, chest tummy and paws, the remainder a
good black, sharp contrast, with longer white curling whiskers and eyebrows. Remarkably
composed young lad and his condition was splendid.
Cinnamon or Fawn British Kitten;
1st. and BOB. 57 MISHOVIC’S. CHUPAVI DADDY SANG BASS. BSH p. 17-07-19. Fawn,
pleasing balanced kitten, head type developing well, cheeks still to fill, good muzzle, round
on the brow, good chin, very swollen gums about to teeth. Still to grow into his ears a little
more, round tips, still to widen off more fully. His eyes are well open and round, colour is
still very muddy and to settle. Body has good weight, legs and paws are proportionate,
good tail. Short coat, good density for his young age, obviously still baby soft. The colour is
virtually sound, and even if a little cooler toned. He was in wonderful condition and he was
such a gentle natured little chap.
2nd. 56 VARCOE-SNOOK’S MOONGYPSY BRANSTON. BSH o. 04-05-19. Cinnamon. Chunky
kitten. Head is well rounded, the cheeks, filling out and rounding, brow well rounded, chin
was good, bite level. He has small well-placed ears, looking relatively neat and tidy. His eyes
are open and well rounded, lovely orange eye colour. His body was well grown but may
need to watch his weight, good bone to his legs and paws, moderately heavy tail. Coat is a
trifle long and at present very soft, it is further compounded by the colour being very
unsound and uneven, also showing quite a lot of pattern with ghosted spotting and leg
barring. The actual colour could ideally be a little spicier, though it was warm. Condition
and temperament both excellent,
AC Non-Breeders Adult;
1st. 30 FAIRBANKS’S IMP GR CH JEMINEVE SPARK OF MAGIC. PER f 03
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AC Junior Adult;
1st. 29 ROBERTS’ALASKAN CLEOPATRA PER n. 14-07-18. Black Persian, rather dainty, very
feminine miss. She still has quite a degree of growth to achieve but at present she is all very
proportionate, legs and paws in keeping with her size, bushy tail. Head still looking very
adolescent, cheeks still to fill more fully, rather bumpy on the forehead, good stop, short
nose, rather small nose leather and nostrils, her chin requires a little more strength, the bite
a little under. Hear ears are small and well placed, looking quite neat and tidy, good inner
furnishings. Eyes are open and round in shape, lovely deep coppery tone with pleasing
boldness. Good amount of well-prepared coat, some frill, soft texture, comparatively sound
in colour just to acquire glossier sheen as there is still some slight rustiness to fully clear.
She was very sweet natured and her condition was sound, still has some growth and
development to achieve.
2nd. 33 FISHER’S. CH ALMERIANS FURRARI (IMP) EXO d 22. 25-06-18. Red Classic Exotic.
Cobby lad, showing greater degree of maturity and had his coat been a little better I would
have reversed the pacing. Head much more finished, well developed fullness to his cheeks,
skull a little more smoothly rounded, deep stop, short snub nose, chin has good width and
some depth, his bite a little untidy with concave upper incisors. Ears set wide and low, with
a neat, tidy appearance to their smaller size. Eyes are large and bold with full round shape
and deep coppery finish. A little between coats as a result his coat though dense, is a little
flat, as opposed to soft and full of life. Pattern elements though all present ideally required
greater contrast, which was further exacerbated by the more muted tone of red lacking
intensity. His condition and temperament both excellent.
AC Visitors Adult;
1st. 33 FISHER’S. CH ALMERIANS FURRARI (IMP) EXO d 22.
AC Non-Self Kitten;
1st41 FISHER AND WYLIE’S TRANSCEND FABERGE. EXO g 03. 14-07-19. Blue Tortie and
White, most attractive miss, head is nicely rounded with width across the cheeks, skull has a
reasonably smoother rounding, quite a deep stop and short snub little nose with rather
narrow nose leather and nostrils could be larger, good muzzle, chin has depth, still teething,
so can’t comment further at this stage. Ears still to widen off more but are a very pleasing
smaller size and as such neat. Eyes are large and round the colour though still vey muddy
and to settle. Body is very much in keeping with her young age, good legs and paws,
balanced moderately short tail. Wonderful coat by far the best texture of those in the class,
it was full of life and stood well away from the body, was beautifully plush and soft. She has
a combination of smaller patched areas of blue and cream amidst her clean white. Her
condition was splendid, confident miss.
2nd. 38 LAVIS’S. OWLETTS CELTIC CREAM. EXO e 22. 13-03-19. Cream Classic Tabby, getting
on for adult and developing well. Head is broad and rounded, with good fullness to the
cheeks and well-developed muzzle, he is rather heavy on the brow, good, stop, snub nose,
good depth chin, bite okay. Ears are set well apart, smaller size and generally tidy in
appearance. Deep bright orange eye colour good larger size, which in spite of his heavier
brow are a good size and show pleasing degree of boldness. Boy’s neck and he has good
substance overall, well-boned legs, round paws, balanced shorter length, quite heavy tail.
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Coat dense, could be a little softer and livelier ideally. Warm cream with slightly brindled
pattern to his Classic Elements. Gentle nature, excellent condition.
3rd. 39 GOLDSMITH’S. MIGANG DOLLY MIXTURE. EXO g 03 22
AC Debutante Kitten , Male;
1st. 35 PAYNE’S. REOEBRIDGE PERRY MASON. PER n 23. 17-08-19. Brown Mackerel Tabby
Persian, pleasing type, very much a baby and a work in progress. Head is nicely rounded,
obviously still at the typically baby phase of development, still to widen off, rather bumpy
on the brow, good stop, snub little nose, leather a little small, chin okay, still to teeth, his
gums swollen. His ears are small, to widen, good interior furnishings. Very muddy eye
colour at present, well open and pleasing degree of boldness. Body is as one would expect
still small but all proportionate, good legs and paws, dinky little tail. Full baby coat, very
much at the wispier stage, well prepared. Good Tabby tracings to his extremities, but the
body is at present devoid of any pattern to determine what he is supposed to be this is
further compounded at the moment as he is showing temperature banding and ideally I
would like the colour warmer. He is a delightful little chap and very confident, excellent
condition.
AC Debutante Kitten, Female;
1st. 40 FISHER’S. OWLETTS HONEYSUCKLE EXO e 22. 03-08-19. Cream Classic Tabby, very
much a baby, head is well rounded, cheeks evident, brow could be a little more smoothly
rounded, good stop, short snub nose, well-formed nostrils, chin has good depth, swollen
gums. Her ears though still to widen off were small and generally neat. Huge eyes very
bold, muddy colour as yet obviously a baby and still to settle. Body is compact and a good
size and bone for her young age, little tail. Coat was lively and stood away from the body,
soft and with a good degree of density. Her colour is a warmer shade of cream and the
pattern elements are in the main excellent and there is contrast between the pattern and
more muted creamy ground colour. Confident young miss, excellent condition.
2nd.39 GOLDSMITH’S. MIGANG DOLLY MIXTURE. EXO g 03 22. 02-04-19. Blue Classic
Tortie Tabby and White, well grown, head is a little bumpy, slightly odd tail tip not infer any
defect
AC Breeders Adult, Female;
1st. 43 MISHOVIC AND LOPEZ’S. CHUPAVI JINX OF LUKE BSH a. 12-05-17. British Blue SH.
This girl was larger than she first appeared, being more substantial and weighty, body was
reasonably compact, good bone to the legs and paws, her tail medium length and thickness.
Head ideally could be more rounded and fuller cheeked, that said she has a strong welldeveloped muzzle rounded brow, good depth chin, bite good. Her ears are medium size, set
well just a little wider at the base than I would have wished. Eyes are impressively large and
well open fully round shape, her right eye was rather watery, intense deep orange colour.
Her coat had good density and with good degree of crispness evident to its shorter length.
Good even mid blue colour, free of excess tipping. Watery eye apart, in super condition
and such a gentle girl.
2nd. 53. BRADLEY’S SHEEPHOUSE NUTMEG-MOTH SRS b. 15-05-18. Chocolate Selkirk Rex
SH. She has good rounding and width across her cheeks, but her muzzle does not stand out
as clearly as I would wish from the line of her cheeks, requiring a little more obvious
prominence, round on her brow with slight break and downward dip to her nose, chin firm,
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bite good. Ears, just about make medium size, though I would like more obviously so, good
width between. Eyes are well open and round in shape, of bright orange (albeit no points
for colour). Body was surprisingly chunky and weighty, good legs and paws, tail thicker at its
base, with slight taper. Coat was dense, though not as soft as I would wish and is a little
harsher in texture. Her rexing is very minimal even by SH standards only present slightly on
her throat and tail, the remainder being straighter and flatter. She has such a gentle
disposition and her condition was excellent.
Non-Self Kitten;
1st. 68 ADMIRARI VANESSA PELTZ BSH e 01 62. 02-05-19. Cream Van British SH. I think this
is the best example of pattern I have seen to date on a British Van. Quite a well-balanced
looking kitten particularly in view of the age (its often when things get a little out of kilter).
Head though still to fill more at the cheeks was were one would expect, round brow, her
chin was good and the bite level. Ears medium size, just to widen off a little more. Body
well grown and has good substance, good legs and paws, well balanced tail. Coat is dense
and short, just a wee bit flatter than ideal. Predominantly clean, bright white with dual
head patches separate by white blaze,the left smaller than the right, on the right side there
is some infringement on the ear, she has a very slight amount of colour evident on the chin,
tail fully coloured with a small detached thumbprint of colour just above , the cream was
soft in tone. Wonderful condition and temperament.
2nd. 58 TRICKER’S LOVEJO CAVARADOSSI. BSH d 22. Red Classic Tabby British SH. 25-03-19.
Red Classic Tabby, head has yet to round more fully and to develop fulness at the cheeks.
somewhat fine on the muzzle, I would like a little more obvious rounding to his brow, chin
tapers slightly possibly exacerbated by the pale chin, bite good. Ears are a little larger than
ideal and a little pricked, a mite wide at their base. Eyes well open and round shape,
impressive deep orange colour already apparent. Body I would like to show more growth
and development as he is rapidly approaching adult, that said he is on the edge of being
overweight in relation to his size, legs and paws are proportionate to his size, virtually
balanced tail. Coat short and dense, laying a little close and flat. He has well defined Classic
Tabby elements, well-marked facials, butterfly over the shoulders, oyster on each side,
broad leg bars and tail bands. He is a very bright colour, and the pattern contrast is well
defined, against the warm red ground colour. All very bright which contrasts quite strongly
against the pale near white chin. His condition was excellent, but a bit on the grumpy side.
3rd 62 DIMITRIJEVA’S. CHUPAVI DAWN OF ELIZABETH. BSH g

Debutante Kitten, Female;
1st. 64 MISHOVIC AND KINMAN CHUPAV DYNASTY OF DIDDA DEWA BSH r 17-07-19.
Fawn Torie British SH subtle colour with soft cream just starting to break through. Pleasing
type, head developing well, at only 4.5b months where one would expect, good muzzle,
rounded brow, chin okay, teething badly. Her ears are set well, smaller medium size, still to
widen off, Eyes are round and well open, good size, though the colour has still to settle
more fully. Cobby little body, good legs and paw, tail still with more baby points tip. Her
coat is a yet still a little long and softer than ideal. Lovely delicate muted fawn with soft
cream breaking though. Super condition and lovely temperament.
2nd. 59 MCENTEE’S. XZIBIT UP TO TRICKS. BSH f. 10-07-19. Black Tortie British SH, roughly
where one would expect, muzzle still to broaden and her cheeks yet to round more fully,
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rounded brow, chin okay. Ears tiny bit open at the base, just widen off. Eyes are open and
round the colour though still to settle, is showing promise in the right direction. Compact
body, good legs and paws. Coat is short and has density, if still a little soft. Her colour is
developing, showing a combination of black and varying shades of red evident. Charming
temperament and in lovely condition.
3rd. 60 BRADLEY’S. SHEEPHOUSE ESME BSH h.
End of Report.
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